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Shallow processing?
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Why “Moses” illusions?
What is the name of the holiday during which children dress up and walk from 
door to door to give candy?

How many animals of each kind did Moses bring on the ark?
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Outline
1. Some errors are harder to detect than others (Experiment 1)
2. What factors influence the probability of an illusion?

a. Lexical similarity
b. Attention to bottom-up lexical processing (Experiments 2 & 3)
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Shallow processing
● Sometimes we mean things like not selecting one of multiple possible parses / meanings 

(quantifier scope, polysemy)
● Sometimes we mean selecting prematurely (garden paths)
● Sometimes we mean using more non-linguistic information than we might have expected (head 

injury)
● Sometimes we mean using less non-linguistic information than we might have expected (role 

reversals)
● Sometimes we mean using “heuristics” rather than “algorithms” to get from a form to a 

meaning (“good enough” parsing, agent-first bias in passives, local coherence)
● Sometimes we mean only representing a piece of linguistic input at a certain level of 

abstraction/representation, when other representations are available (proof reading vs 
comprehension)
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Variability in the illusion
Some illusions can be “turned on and off”
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Variability in the illusion
Some illusions can be “turned on and off” - negative polarity illusions are 
sensitive to subtle changes

What makes Moses illusions stronger or weaker?
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Variability in the illusion
50 stimuli drawn from prior literature
● What is the name of the holiday during which children dress up and walk 

from door to door to give candy?
● What is the name of the holiday during which children dress up and walk 

from door to door to collect candy?
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Variability in the illusion
50 stimuli drawn from prior literature
● What is the name of the holiday during which children dress up and walk 

from door to door to give candy?
● What is the name of the holiday during which children dress up and walk 

from door to door to collect candy?

100 Mechanical Turk workers

2 part task: answer questions, then knowledge check
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Part One
What is the name of the holiday during which children dress up and walk from 
door to door to give candy?

❏
❏ I cannot answer
❏ I don’t know
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Illusions!

Halloween



Part Two
The name of the holiday during which children dress up and walk from door 
to door to XXX candy is Halloween.

❏ steal
❏ offer
❏ collect
❏ give
❏ none of these
❏ I don’t know
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Example stimuli
What is the name of the raised bumps on paper which enable deaf people to 
read?
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What is the name of the raised bumps on paper which enables deaf people to 
read?

How did painter Vincent van Gogh lose his eye during his life?
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Explaining the variability

44

Words that are highly dissimilar to the word they’re swapped in for are much 
less likely to yield illusions

● How many animals of each kind did Moses take on the ark?
● How many animals of each kind did Nixon take on the ark?
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Explaining the variability
Words that are highly dissimilar to the word they’re swapped in for are much 
less likely to yield illusions

● How many animals of each kind did Moses take on the ark?
● How many animals of each kind did Nixon take on the ark?

Does variability in word similarity accross our items explain the differing 
illusion rates?
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Dijkstra, & Hermans (1997), Cook, Walsh, Bills, Kircher, & OBrien (2016)



Measuring semantic similarity
Word2vec

● Assign a vector to each word based on the distribution of contexts in 
which that word appears

● Words that appear in similar contexts are likely to be semantically similar
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Measuring semantic similarity
Cook, Walsh, Bills, Kircher, & OBrien (2016)

● Halloween is the holiday when children go door to door giving out candy and treats.
● Halloween is the holiday when children go door to door stealing candy and treats.
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Semantic similarity (word2vec)
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Semantic similarity
Weakly predicts illusion item-to-item illusion rates
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Semantic similarity
Weakly predicts illusion item-to-item illusion rates

(Though more sophisticated measures of similarity may correlate better)
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Why do Moses illusions occur?
● Attention shifted away from bottom-up lexical processing

○ Do items that give you more information early on make you more likely to experience 
illusions?
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Attention
Which 
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Attention
Which British monarch
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Attention
Which British monarch formally opened 
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Attention
Which British monarch formally opened the Olympic 
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Attention
Which British monarch formally opened the Olympic winter games 
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Attention
Which British monarch formally opened the Olympic winter games in London 
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Attention
Which British monarch formally opened the Olympic winter games in London 
in 2012?
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Attention
Which British monarch formally opened the Olympic winter games in London 
in 2012?
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Attention
Shifting to answer generation leads to less attention for lexical 
representations

● Later substitutions should be harder to detect
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Attention
Shifting to answer generation leads to less attention for lexical 
representations

● Later substitutions should be harder to detect

Other ways of directing attention to various parts of the sentence 

● Linguistic focus, cleft structures

69
Bredart & Modolo (1988), Sturt, Sanford, Stewart, & 

Dawydiak (2004), Raposo & Marques (2013)



Position effects
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Attention
Four broad categories of evidence we’re looking for:

1. Evidence that for some stimuli but not others, comprehenders have 
enough information that they could stop prioritizing the bottom-up input 
prior to the substitution

2. Evidence that when there’s enough information, comprehenders do shift 
attention

3. Evidence that shifts in attention lead to shallower representations of 
incoming information (i.e. more illusions)

4. Evidence for what specific level of representation is reached when shallow 
processing strategies are used
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How much do you know before the anomaly?
Contemporary language models can generate believable sentences (using a 
lead-in sentence fragment)

Unclear whether the mechanisms they use are a reasonable approximation of 
human mechanisms, but their performance is a reasonable approximation of 
human-generated corpora

Language models have the key advantage that they don’t just give you one 
predicted next word, they assign a probability to every word in the lexicon
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Language models
Entropy - higher means less certainty about what’s coming next

So we expect that the stimuli with lower entropy (you have a good idea about 
what’s coming next) will have higher illusion rates (because you know what’s 
coming, you don’t have to attend to it as much)

Two models: LSTM that has been used to approximate human language 
behavior, and GPT-2
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Gulordava et al, Van Schijndel & Linzen, GPT-2



Language model predictions
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Knowing the next word vs knowing the answer
What is the name of the holiday during which children dress up and walk from 
door to door to 

● ask for candy
● beg for candy
● door
● get candy
● receive candy
● trick or treat
● collect candy from strangers
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Cloze task (Experiment 2)
50 Mechanical Turk workers

The same 50 stimuli as experiment 1, but cut off just before the substitution

What is the name of the holiday during which children dress up and walk from 
door to door to ________

Task: complete the question AND answer it
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Cloze task
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When you only have one task (Experiment 3)
50 Mechanical Turk workers

The same 50 stimuli as experiment 1

Task: Participants don’t need to answer the question, they just report whether 
there’s an error
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When you only have one task (Experiment 3)
50 Mechanical Turk workers

The same 50 stimuli as experiment 1

Task: Participants don’t need to answer the question, they just report whether 
there’s an error

Minor improvement in accuracy: overall illusion rate goes down from 33% to 
30%
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Key take aways
1. Illusion rates vary substantially across items
2. Some of that variability correlates with how similar the anomalous word is 

to the word you should have said
3. Some variability correlates with your certainty about how the question will 

unfold
4. These findings suggest that the comprehender actively modulates how 

deeply upcoming information will be processed as a function of how 
much is known and other task demands
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